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“Don’t ask to embarrass yourself. The skin care products that Ms. Patricia uses are definitely very expensive. How can we afford

it?”

Patricia listened to their words and smiled. Just as she was about to say something, she suddenly noticed that the receptionists

stood up hastily as they tidied up their appearances. Then they respectfully called out, “Good afternoon, Mr. Stowe!”

Patricia looked back and saw that Martin had returned.

“Martin.”

Patricia had not yet run over when a few higher-ups ran to him.

When they saw Martin, they immediately rushed over to report the urgent situation. Everyone quickly walked towards the

elevator, and

no one seemed to notice Patricia.

On the other hand, Rhys stayed behind to block Patricia. “Ms. Patricia, you’re here? Is there something you need from Mr.

Stowe?”

I

“This is the snack I bought for Martin, and this is for you. I have something to tell Martin.”

Patricia looked at Martin’s back as he walked towards the elevator. She was a little anxious, but Rhys did not let her go forward.

She

had no choice

“Treally have something to talk to Martin about.”

“Mr. Stowe has an emergency to deal with.”

“I can wait.”

“He will be busy for a while. Ms. Patricia, you should go home and wait. If there is anything, you can call him or send him a

message.”

“It doesn’t matter. I will go up and wait. I have something to tell him in person.”

Patricia wanted to step forward, but Rhys stopped her “Ms. Patricia, if you have something to say, how about you tell me? I can

pass

on the news to him.”

Patricia was a little unhappy to be stopped by Rhys, but due to her status, she still smiled, “Do you have to stop me?”

“Sorry, I just don’t want you to waste your time.”

“I already said that it doesn’t matter. I’ll wait no matter how busy he is.”

Patricia went around him and walked in the direction of the elevator.

For the sake of Patricia’s status, Rhys did not make things difficult for her, but Patricia did not listen to his advice and went up to

find

trouble.

Martin only had Paige in his heart. He didn’t love Patricia.

Seeing Patricia enter the elevator, Rhys could only follow.

The six receptionists did not know what happened, but they vaguely felt something.

“Will it be that Mr. Stowe doesn’t like Ms. Patricia?”

“It’s impossible. Ms. Patricia is so outstanding. In terms of appearance, intelligence, talent, and family background, no one is

better

than her

“But why did Rhys stop her?”

“Mr. Stowe didn’t mean to be cold to Ms. Patricia. When he entered the company, so many executives looked for him to deal with

work. Rhys must have considered that Mr. Stowe was busy and didn’t have time to be with Ms. Patricia.”

“Mr. Stowe looks so cold as if he only has work in his eyes! We have been working here for several years. But he has never

looked at

us.”

“You’re right.”

“So don’t worry about their relationship. They will be fine.”
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